"Tails and Tor are well known tools used to legitimately protect privacy or to obfuscate criminal acts. Explain how these tools work."
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Tails offers intense anonymity tools such as: Pidgin (IM chat client), Icedove -and E-mail client, Electrum -a Bit Wallet service, and MAT (removes). These are all for both protection, and also can be used in a promiscuous way. The Tails group strongly believes in laissez-faire democracy based on all the tools they hand their customers, and the potential these tools posses.
Tails Evidence
There are plenty of holes to the anonymity of Tails since it's an entire operating system. Tails is Debian based, so it is required to follow the major functions and protocols of any Debian machine, but remain more anonymous about it. Using a simple Linux command, I was able to view the different logs that the machine was recording. Taking a look at this data is crucial because an investigator can view the actions that a suspect took; assuming they used the Tails Operating System in conjunction with Tor.
This screenshot shows the exploration of the different log files that Linux records. The only issue that an investigator may have with Tails is that in order to conduct investigations, the investigative must have the root password as well as administrative access to the computer.
Difficulties
Conducting an investigation on a Linux machine is a difficult task, that can't have any guarantees without the root access to that device. I was denied access because I couldn't define my administrative privileges on my machine. While scrolling through these directories I began to see why people prefer to use Tails over many other distros and flavors of Linux.
Tails is incognito by design and look which another issue that allows people to roam the dark web on public Wi-Fi locations, and have investigators take a look at their IP Address while he's scrolling. Tails comes equipped with tools to spoof a Mac Address in my little "Red Team, Blue Team" experiment.
The only sure possible way to pin a suspect with the crimes they committed would have to be find the True MAC Address of the machine they are currently using. In summary the answer to the question "is it possible to catch a suspect on their device running Tails Linux?" yes. "Is it difficult?" extremely.
What is Tor?
Tor is essentially an overlay that runs on top of the public Internet, allowing users greater endto-end anonymity via an Onion Routing design. It also provides a method of hosting "Dark Web" services that are not reachable via the standards based Domain Naming System. Onion Routing was first developed by the US Naval Research Lab, and is now managed by the nonprofit Tor Project. The Tor Project is still financed in the most part by the US Government.
Tor is named after the original project name "The Onion Router" although it is no longer an acronym and is simply called Tor. It has been aptly named for the way that data is encrypted and relayed through "layers". Data packets are encrypted, and the packet header is stripped. This is a very important step since the header contains information about the sender. Tor then encrypts the remaining information in a wrapper. This process is typically repeated three times with each layer containing information about the next relay destination. Each relay that receives the packet only has the key to decrypt the next wrapper and destination IP of the next relay. This continues until the packet arrives at its final destination.
The dark web itself is legitimately useful to many law abiding citizens, however it is a very conducive environment for illegal activities and services. Many of these range from purchasing illegal weapons and drugs, child pornography, and hitmen. There are also many useful tools for anyone that is trying to stay anonymous. These include untraceable email systems, whistleblower sites, forums, libraries of books banned in certain countries, and file storage.
Tor Evidence
How can an investigator acquire Tor evidence? What are some limitations of Tor analysis? How can investigators still track users on these private networks?
Despite the number of illegal activities that occur in the dark web, it has taken the FBI an enormous amount of resources to crack down on them. A typical VPN is generally regarded as secure for most uses, however website fingerprinting revealed a 90% accuracy when attempting to identify HTTP packets, while Tor had a 2.96% accuracy.
There are a few methods which can be used to compromise the anonymity of the Tor network, although many of them do not completely break it alone. The Heartbleed bug only resulted in minimal downtime for less than a quarter of the relays and no breaches in security. This was partly because Tor uses two sets of keys.
Tor is a distributed trust design meaning that compromising a single relay or node will not affect the overall security of the network. Controlling a large portion of the network would still present problems.
Despite this, some of Tor's security features can be exploited. For example, since clients and hosts have zero authentication between them, man-in-the-middle attacks are possible for torrent tracker information. It has been confirmed that the FBI hired Carnegie Mellon to break Tor's anonymity in pursuit of the Silk Road 2.0 (drug marketplace), spending over $50,000 in computer time alone. Carnegie Mellon has declined any question about the methods that were used.
Tools, Trends, & Technology
The New Yorker; July 5, 1993 [1]
One of the great strengths of the Internet is that users are able to protect their identity, and their actions, from being tracked by other parties. But from a law enforcement perspective, these capabilities may allow criminals to commit illegal activities in ways which are difficult for a forensics investigator to unravel.
Fake and Anonymous Identities
Criminals and criminal enterprises may create fake online personas in order to help carry out their activities. Last year, Dell SecureWorks Counter Threat Unit produced a report on networked LinkedIn accounts which were used as part of a social engineering attack on individuals in the mobile telecom industry [2] . The goal of this type of bogus identity is to collect information on, and build a profile of, the targeted users. Once a profile of the target is built, it is easier to perform spear-phishing, whaling, and other pinpoint social engineering attacks.
Creation of a fake identity is rather straightforward, using simple online tools. To demonstrate,
we generated details for a fake identity "Kenneth Lane", assisted by FakeNameGenerator.com. Looking beyond the encryption of messaging in flight, full-disk encryption is also becoming mainstream for protection of data at rest, this poses a significant hurdle for criminal and forensic investigators. BitLocker, FileVault, and LUKS provide full disk encryption on the desktop, while
Android Marshmallow and iOS provide full encryption for mobile devices. The San Bernardino terrorism case shows how difficult it is for law enforcement to break this type of encryption.
While the iPhone 5c used in by the terrorists in this case has apparently been cracked, the 5s and later hardware are still not known to be exploitable. It is likely that this case will result in additional federal legislation to strengthen the existing CALEA requirements [12].
Obscurity and Anonymous Activities
As discussed earlier in this paper, use of a Live OS like Tails 
More Traditional Tools
Criminal activities also occur with more publicly known tools and attacks. What are Dark Pools, and how do they function?
"Dark Pools are anonymous, private exchanges used for trading, they function the same as regular stock exchanges but are not visible to the public. Dark Pool trading activity occurs directly between two parties without the use of an exchange."
The NYSE's modus operandi is "we guarantee a safe and transparent trading venue for buyers and sellers to find each other and trade with each other publicly on our trading platform."
Dark Pools represent secret and anonymous trading which is the complete opposite of what the NYSE stands for."
How does that affect the NYSE and other businesses?
Two companies can mutually decide to anonymously do a trade off the exchange in a "dark pool" for large transactions i.e., $1,000,000 dollars +. This will curtain any suspicious trading activity that might negatively impact the stock from making future sales more difficult."
Can you think of any practical ways an investigator can help?
"Investigators help uncover any dark pool operators who secretly offer high speed traders special order types that gave them an unfair advantage over other subscribers."
Dark pools provide secrecy, which can pose problem and some investors have faced allegations from the Securities and Exchange Commission, that they've treated customers unfairly. NYSE promotes "trade-at rule" that would keep more U.S. stock dealing on public exchanges run. Large investors want anonymous platforms to trade on,
